The Coachmen Leprechaun offers you the “Better Stuff” discriminating RV’ers require.

Since 1973 the Leprechaun motorhome has provided Better construction, Better interior appointments, and a long list of Better safety and convenience features that have won the confidence of generations of Leprechaun Class C owners. Owning something “Better” is a reflection of you everyone will appreciate. Your family will appreciate the expansive list of standard equipment like back-up camera, power awning, slideroom awning(s), tinted windows and 50 gallons of fresh water. “Better” includes the safety and durability of steel framed floors, and 2” sidewalls built with Azdel™ Superlite that can be customized with your choice of available graphics-standard, Carmel package or rich full body paint. Inside your Leprechaun your family and friends will enjoy the long list of rich appointments including Upgraded Hardwood Cabinetry, Night Shades, Upgraded Flooring and Upgraded Furniture. Treat yourself to something better…treat yourself to a Coachmen Leprechaun!
Access drawers under dinette: Convenient storage right at your fingertips, no need to crawl or get on your hands and knees.

Congoleum™ brand flooring: Easy to care for with a "real tile" look. Non-skid surface, no cold-cracking, non-stick surface for easy cleaning.

Large sink with high-rise faucet: Attractive and durable with plenty of room for larger pots and pans. High rise faucet lets you get cookware cleaned up in a snap.

Swivel Cockpit chairs: These comfortable chairs pull double duty, great while you are traveling and provide additional seating when you arrive at your destination. (Optional)

"Dream" dinette mechanism: Easily convert your dinette into a comfortable sleeping area by simply pushing the dinette straight down. (Most models)

Upgraded leather appointed furniture: Live in the lap-of-luxury and enjoy the feel and look of the upgraded furniture.

Night shades and hard valances: Light blocking window treatments surrounded by a décor enhancing window treatment.

Ciera Cherry hardwood drawer fronts and upper cabinet doors: With mortise and tenon joints and screwed stile cabinet frames, they are not only beautiful but extremely durable.

Built-in microwave oven: Perfect for a quick cup of coffee, microwaving popcorn, cooking hot dogs or even s’mores if the weather won’t permit a campfire.

3 burner range top: 9,000 BTU with a high-output front burner for high altitude cooking, also includes abundant pot and pan storage below the range.
Front to Back view of the 317SA with the Zanzibar Beige decor option

Cab Area Features

1. **Power fan**: This powerful fan keeps the coach comfortable and air circulating anytime you need it. (Optional)

2. **57” X 95” Overhead bunk**: This great feature allows for comfortable sleeping quarters.

3. **AM/FM/CD Touch screen radio with integrated back up camera**: The built in back up camera keeps you completely aware of your surroundings and makes backing up a snap.

4. **Bunk safety net**: Kids or guests can sleep in complete comfort and safety with the over cab bunk safety net. (Optional)

Optional swing out TV (Not pictured): Includes 26” LED/HD TV. Also available with front entertainment center, 32” LED/HD TV with Coach Stereo and CD/DVD player with subwoofer and 4 speakers. (N/A 319DS)
Leprechaun Exterior Advantages.

**Even Cool**

"Even Cool" air conditioning system: Radius corner "Amoco" insulated roof ducting for maximum cooling efficiency. 13.5K BTU standard, 15K BTU with heat pump available.

*Optional Exterior Kitchen:* Pull-out kitchen featuring running water, sink and drain, and free standing grill. (280DS, 317SA, 319DS)

*Optional Exterior Entertainment Center:* TV with DVD, Stereo, 2-speakers, and game port (32" TV in 317SA, 319DS & 24" TV in 210QB, 220QB, 260QB, 280DS, 290QB, 320BH) Ideal for tailgating or outdoor family fun.

**Onan Generator as standard equipment:** "Full power" while traveling, tailgating or dry camping.

**Running boards:** For splash protection and easier entry. Aluminum on standard package, fiberglass (shown) on XL option package.

**Rear roto-cast storage compartment:** Made of an anti-corrosive polymer plastic, the seamless and durable exterior storage compartments are built to last.

**Slide awnings:** Slide room awning protect your slide roof from dirt and debris. (Not shown)

**Optional molded fiberglass front cap:** Stylish and aerodynamic. The one-piece molded fiberglass cap adds an automotive touch.

**Azdel "Super-Lite" sidewall building material:** The "no wood" alternative to laminated sidewalls. Azdel is lightweight, durable and moisture proof. The "Next Generation" in RV's.

**2" High gloss sidewalls:** Hi-gloss fiberglass bonded to Azdel and aluminum framing with a composite R value of R9 — easy to clean, easy to maintain and extremely durable.

**Leprechaun's power awning:** One touch awning features adjustable arms for tilting or lowering the awning.

**Slide awnings:** Slide room awning protect your slide roof from dirt and debris. (Not shown)

**Opt. Exterior Refer:** Part of the Exterior Camp Kitchen option—puts your favorite foods and beverages outside for quick and easy access. (280DS, 317SA, 319DS)

**Opt. Exterior Step:** For easy and safe entry and exit to your motorhome.
Leprechaun Floorplans and Specifications

Coachmen
Leader to the Great Outdoors.

MODEL 210 QB 220 QB 260 QB 280 DS 290 QB 317 SA 319 DS 320 BH

CHASSIS

ENGINE
V8 - 6.0L / V10 - 6.8L V8 - 6.0L / V10 - 6.8L V8 - 6.0L / V10 - 6.8L V8 - 6.0L / V10 - 6.8L V8 - 6.0L / V10 - 6.8L V8 - 6.0L / V10 - 6.8L V8 - 6.0L / V10 - 6.8L

HORSE POWER
324 / 305 324 / 305 324 / 305 324 / 305 324 / 305 305 305 324 / 305

TORQUE
373 / 420 373 / 420 373 / 420 373 / 420 373 / 420 420 420 373 / 420

WHEEL BASE
159" / 158" 169" / 168" 191" / 190" 199" / 198" 209" / 208" 223" 223" 209" / 208"

GVWR* (LBS.)
14,200 / 12,500 14,200 / 12,500 14,200/ 14,500 14,200/ 14,500 14,200/ 14,500 14,500 14,500 14,200/ 14,500

GCWR* (LBS.)
20,000 / 18,500 20,000 / 18,500 20,000 / 22,000 20,000 / 22,000 20,000 / 22,000 22,000 22,000 20,000 / 22,000

CW* (APPROX. LBS.)
9,490 / 9,335 10,100 / 10,040 10,630 / 10,845 11,622 / 11,400 11,065 / 10,980 12,220 12,270 12,065 / 12,135

CCC (APPROX. LBS.)
4,730 / 3,165 4,100 / 2,460 3,570 / 3,655 2,578 / 3,100 3,135 / 3,520 2,280 2,230 2,135 / 2,365

GAWR FRONT (LBS.)
4,600 / 4,600 4,600 / 4,600 4,600 / 5,000 4,600 / 5,000 4,600 / 5,000 5,000 5,000 4,600 / 5,000

GAWR REAR (LBS.)
9,600 / 8,500 9,600 / 8,500 9,600 / 9,600 9,600 / 9,600 9,600 / 9,600 9,600 9,600 9,600 / 9,600

INTERIOR HEIGHT
6' 11" 6' 11" 6' 11" 6' 11" 6' 11" 6' 11" 6' 11" 6' 11"

EXTERIOR WIDTH
8' 4" 8' 4" 8' 4" 8' 4" 8' 4" 8' 4" 8' 4" 8' 4"

EXTERIOR LENGTH (W/ A/C)
10' 10" 10' 10" 10' 10" 10' 10" 10' 10" 10' 10" 10' 10" 10' 10"

EXTERIOR LENGTH (W/ HITCH)
24'-5" / 23'-11" 25'-4" / 24'-10" 28'-11" / 28'-5" 30'-10" / 30'-4" 31'-6" / 31'-0" 32'-11" 32'-11" 33'-5" / 32'-11"

HITCH WEIGHT (LBS.)
5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000

FUEL CAPACITY (GAL.)
57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57

LP CAPACITY (LBS.)
68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68

FRESH WATER CAPACITY (GAL.)
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

WATER HEATER CAPACITY (GAL.)
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

GREY TANK CAPACITY (GAL.)

BLACK TANK CAPACITY (GAL.)
22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22

EXTERIOR STORAGE (CU. FT.)
91 92 84 72 112 109 109 76

AWNING LENGTH (FT.)
15' 16' 15' 21' 21' 21' 21' 11'

*Please refer to the back cover regarding important information concerning vehicle weights.
ELECTRICAL AND HEATING
- "Coach Command" Systems Control Center
- 30 amp Power Cord
- 55 amp Electronic Converter
- Auxiliary Coach Battery
- GFI Circuit
- Battery Disconnect
- Wall Mounted Thermostat
- 20K BTU Ducted E.I. Furnace (210QB, 220QB)
- 30K BTU Ducted E.I. Furnace (N/A 210QB, 220QB)
- 13,500 BTU "Even Cool" Ducted Roof A/C (N/A 210QB, 220QB)
- Oman 4.0KW Gas Generator

INTERIOR APPOINTMENTS
- Residential Hardwood Cabinet Doors & Drawers
- Oil Rubbed Bronze Hardware
- Laminate Self Edge Countertops
- Upgraded Linoleum Flooring Throughout
- Pleated Night Shade Window Treatments
- U-shaped Dinette (210QB, 220QB, 310DS)
- Booth Dinette with "Dream Dinette" Mechanism (N/A 210QB, 220QB, 310DS)
- Jackknife Sofa (N/A 210QB)
- High Quality Upholstery
- Incandescent Ceiling Lights
- Interior Safety Grab Handle at Entry Door
- Conveniently Placed Light Switches

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
- Propane Leak Detector/Alarm
- Smoke Detector/Alarm
- Carbon Monoxide Detector/Alarm
- Fire Extinguisher
- Dead Bolt Lock at Entry Door
- Multiple Seat Belt Locations
- Travel Easy, Roadside Assistance

GALLEY
- Residential Size, Overhead Microwave Oven
- 3-Burner Cooktop with Pots & Pans Drawer Below
- Power, Lighted Range Hood
- Large Double Door Refrigerator with Wood Re fr Insert
- Composite Round Bowl Sink with Sink Cover (210QB, 220QB)
- Composite Double Bowl Sink with Sink Cover (N/A 210QB, 220QB)
- Residential Metal Drawer Glides
- Hi-Rise Kitchen Faucet
- Mini Blind

EXTERIOR OPTIONS
- "Option Package". (Swivel seats Ford chassis only)
- The two tone ultra leather seat covers of the XL option package. (Swivel seats Ford chassis only)

Please note: Due to continuous improvements, standard equipment, optional equipment, fabrics and wood grains are subject to change. Please visit www.coachmenRV.com or your local dealer for details.
Leprechaun Exterior Options

**Standard Graphics**

Blue Opal Full Body Paint

**Carmel Package**

Fire Opal Full Body Paint

**FREE ONE YEAR MEMBERSHIP – COACHMEN OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION!**

Coachmen is proud to sponsor the largest manufacturer sponsored camping club in North America ... Coachmen Owners’ Association (COA). COA provides a broad breadth of value propositions for our owners including: planned trips/tours and rallies at bulk rate discounts, free trip routing, free campground directory, free Easy RVing magazine, theme park discounts, fuel discounts, mail forwarding, a dedicated COA web site, local and state club activities and Caravan Chapter membership opportunities. Most importantly, COA enhances the Coachmen ownership and RV lifestyle experience.

Every new Coachmen RV buyer is eligible for a 1 year FREE membership in the Coachmen Owners’ Association. It all adds up to an easy ownership experience!

**TRAVEL EASY™ ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE**

RVing is easier with Coachmen’s Travel Easy™ Roadside Assistance provided FREE the first year of ownership to those who purchase a New Coachmen RV. Administered by Coach-Net, this service provides you with 24/7 operational, technical and emergency road service 24 hours a day, 365 days a year of ownership to those who purchase a New Coachmen RV. Administered by Coachmen, this service provides you with 24/7 operational, technical and emergency road service anywhere. Anytime. Travel Easy™ is the security of knowing that help is an easy phone call away.

1) Forest River, Inc. dealers are independently owned and operated businesses so priority service and scheduling is at their discretion and is often provided to customers that purchased their unit at that dealership.

2) Purchasing locally allows customers to establish meaningful relationships with a dealer, enhancing the RV experience through assistance with product questions, user tips or RV regulations for your state or country, and much more!

3) Canadian customers must meet requirements to bring an RV purchased out of the country to their home. These requirements may involve additional inspections and certifications, taxes and fees. Your local Canadian Dealer is a professional at meeting these requirements.

4) Scheduling timely warranty repairs and adjustments through a local dealership provides far greater flexibility and convenience to you, the customer!

**Running the Competition Off the Road Since 2010**

AMERICA’S NUMBER ONE SELLING CLASS C MANUFACTURER.